
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby Berowra Eagles U8 BLUE Score: (83)  VS St Ives White U8 Score: (47) 
ROUND Six 26/5/19 
VENUE: Rofe Park, Hornsby  

 
Game day report 

It was another sunny morning up in the Heights and with little or no wind. As usual the blues were keen to play and 
build on last week’s winning performance. They managed to get off to a great start with Ben taking a nice mark from 
Jeremy’s kick and slotting home the first goal of the game. Jesse added another goal after a nice pass from Poppy, 
and then a one pointer following a great block by Jeremy. The Whites managed a behind before Jeremy, Lachie and 
Jesse all kicked six pointers. White’s got another behind, but Jesse kicked another goal so the first quarter closed 
with the Blues 37-2 in front. 

The Blues were quick to their work in the second quarter as well. Jeremy scored a behind before a goal and a behind 
by Will. The lead had stretched to 44-2 but the Whites were beginning to pick routes through the midfield with some 
excellent play which led to a couple of goals. The Blues defense now had a match on their hands and Jesse, Poppy, 
Holly, Sarah and Spencer were all called upon to make some fine tackles and blocks. Sarah managed to find Will with 
a nice pass and he scored a behind, quickly followed by another and then a goal by Will after a fine move from a ball 
up. Two quick goals to the Whites after more good play were followed by another goal by Will and when the teams 
ran off for half time the Blues were up 54 to 26. 

The whites opened the scoring in the second half with a nice goal, but this proved to be their last score of the quarter 
as the Blues defending took hold of the game. The blues increased their lead through behinds by Poppy, Ben, Ryan 
and Lawrence, and two goals kicked by Ryan (converting two fine marks), and one by Lawrence. The whites were still 
playing well, but the Blues defending ensured they went into the final quarter leading 76 to 32.  

Both teams raised their game in the final stanza and the crowd were loving the end to end flow of action. Will 
notched a one pointer after marking a kick from Lawrence. The Whites replied with a behind and a goal. Sarah then 
scored a maximum for the Blues with a lovely kick. In the closing minutes both sides continued to launch attacks, but 
the whites finished by scoring two behinds and a goal before the final hooter. After sportingly cheering their 
opponents off the players left the pitch exhausted to lots of applause from the parents. 

Jesse took out the player of the match award, not only for his three first half goals, but also for a solid defensive 
performance. All the Blues can be happy with another fine team performance. 

Quarter Scores: Q1: 6.1(37) v 0.2(2) Q2: 8.6(54) 4.2(26) Q3: 11.10(76) 5.2(32) Q4: 12.11(83) 7.5(47) 

FINAL HBE BLUE: 83 v St Ives Red: 47 

Goals:  Goals: Jesse (3) Will (2) Ryan (2) Ben (1) Jeremy (1) Lachie (1) Lawrence (1) Sarah (1) 

Best: 3 votes: Jesse Williams, 2 votes: Lachlan Wall, 1 vote: Jeremy Lea 

Comment of the week:  

 

Report by:   Steve Barton (Manager) 

    

 
   

 


